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Abstract
Alekhln S.I., Grudtein S.M., Demldov H.G., Kzhela V.V.

Particle Physics Data System at IHH>. Serpukhov, 1981.
p. IS. (1НИ> 81-48).
Kefс. 8.
This note presents the description of Information search and retrieval f a c i l i t i e s

supplied by the Berkeley Database Management System - BDKS 72.2 implemented for 1О/-3906Л
computers at IHH>. The system i s used for creation and maintenance of archleve Part ic le
Physics Data Bases.

Алехин СИ., Грудцян С.Н., Демидов Н.Г., Еяоала В.В.
Баше данных по физике таОтип в ИФВЭ. Серпухов, 1961.
13 стр. (ИФВЭ ОЭИПК 81-48).
Бнблаогр. 8.
Прчввавно общее списание средств поиска и выдачи информации, предоставгаемых бврклневсхоа системой

управления базами данных ВШ8 V3.2 на ЭВМ ICL-1906 в !'ФБЗ и используемой для сопровождения
архивных баз данных по физике частно.



1. INTRODUCTION

The majority of problems of experimental data comparative ana-

lysis as well as those of testing theoretical data description mo-

dels against experiment involve time-consuming stages of search,

estimation and computer-aided representation of world-wide published

numeric and graphic information on the properties of particles and

reactions. A physicist's natural wish to have at his disposal the

currently coraprehesive information on the problem he is interested

in, as a rule, results in the development of microcollections of

bibliographic and/or factographic data of limited or personal usage.

As maintenance of such collections is tedious or the physicist^

scientific interest shifts, such compilations in due course become

out-of-date and even disappear.

To unify the efforts on storing the data from the published

sources onto the computer media and to decrease the duplications of

programmers efforts and to facilitate physicists fast access to

computer-media data the physicists of Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory



, USA) have worked out the project of world data bank on par-

ticle physics PPDS (Particle Physics Data System). The basic

features of the PPDS project realization are as follows:

(i) collaboration of many (ideally all) laboratories specia-

lizing in particle physics, in the problem of data bank maintenance

Г
and development (in order to make the data base as complete and

valid as possible);

(ii) utilization of the same archive database management sys

tem - BDMS (Berkeley Database Management System);

(iii) utilization of the same data description Iangauge -

PPDL (Particle Physics Data Langauge).

In the work of the PPDS project realization physicists and

programmers from some American, European and Japanese particle phy-

/1,3/
sics laboratories are participating. The IHEP efforts on PPDS

implementation at ICL-3906A computers and organization of PPDS data

bases maintenance under the control of the EDMS V2.2 on data extrac-

ted from the scientific publications issued in the USSR started in

1977. A relatively steady BDMS version was implemented at IHH» in 1978

and is used in the problems of particle physics data base creation

and maintenance. I

When the steady-state operation, stable and prompt data V

exchange are achieved, the collaboration laboratories are expected

to use the identical data bases. •
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In this note we present a brief description of the organi-

zation ot the PPDS at IHEP at ICL 1906A computers.

THE ORGANIZATION OF PPDS AT IHEP

The PPDS at IHEP incorporates the data bases, software and

the maintenance group. The software consists of BDftfS and applied

processors, each oriented to handle specific data base.

A data base is divided into records which are factographic

abstracts of publications on experimental particle physics. Each

record consists of data elements (DE), each having a unique set of

names-synonyms by which the system or an applied processor acce-

sses the record and/or refers to it. In a record, auy data element

may occur repeatedly (i.e. It may take a few values) or may not

appear at all. Controlled types, i.e. symbol, bit, an Integer or

real vector (scalar) etc., are attributed to data elements. Any data

element may be a key one. For key data elements (KDE), the system

forms invertible catalogues providing prompt search.

The main key data element is REC-ZD. Its value is a record

number attributed by the system when added.

On* can find the totalled EDMS user* annual In paper* . This not* contain* alnl-
aim detail* fro*/3/ neceaaary for tk* majority of u*«r* a* wall a* sea* additional
poaslbllltl** reallaod at ICL-1906A computer at IHH».



3. ACCESS TO DATA BASES

The PPDS data bases at ИШ» controlled by BDMS can be accessed

in both interactive and batch modes. The system is loaded by a macro-

command PPOS having three parameters

PPDS А, В, С

where A is the data base name or the symbol -?; В is the file name

with BDMS instructions or the symbol ? ; С is the file name in

which the BDMS operation protocol is written. On issuing the command

PPDS ?

a user obtains the message with the admissible values of the first

parameter, i.e. the names of the data bases already released for

usage. After the command

PPDS, A, ?

a user is informed about the record structure in the data base

whose name is used as the value of the first parameter. In interac-

tive mode, parameters В and С are absent

PPDS A

On being loaded, the system informs a user about its readiness to

accept search and handling commands by the following invitation

INTER CONHAND

The search and output commands are described below.

If searching Is successful, this results in creating a cur -

rent (i.e. available for handling and output commands) set of re-
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cords. Execution of each subsequent search command will create a

new current set only if it is not empty. The system memories all

not empty sets and discriminates them by the number attributed to

each. The set number and amount of records it contains are repor-

ted after execution of each searching command. The command

SET, < N >

where N is the set number, makes any set made earlier a current one.

If necessary, all sets are purged out by the command

PURGE

To finish the work with the system one should issue the command

STOP

All messages to the system are stored in the system file AUDIT

which, after being renamed, can be used as the second parameter

of the macrocommand PPDS when calling the system again.

4. SEARCHING FACILITIES

Creation of the set is initiated by the command

FIND <searching formula > *•

The searching formula is constructed from elementary retreival

conditions

< KDE name > < B> <KDE va lue > (1)

where KDE is the key data element, R is the relational connecting

the KDE nane and its value.



The record will be found on any simple request of type (1)

providing the specified KDE is in It and its value satisfies the

relational R. The values of R admissible in (1) are the following

two sets of conditions

= equal, < >not equal

>greater, <= less or equal

< less, > = more or equal

The conditions of type

x = A; to B; this means x 6 [А, В ]

x > A; to < B; this means x e ] А, В [

can also be used as a simple condition for data elements of numeric

types.

To find any record with empty KDE value one should issue

the following command:

< KDE name > < R> ;

To find any record with KDE present in it irrespective of its value

one should form a simple retreival condition as follows:

<KDE name > ;

Simple requests in the searching formula are combined by the

Booleans:

OR union

AND intersection

NOT complement

with Meted parentheses if necessary.



When constructing a retreival formula, a number of a set

in the parantheses made earlier can be used as a simple request.

For example, the command

FIND (1) AMD (2)**

will create a new current set which is the intersection of those

(1) and (2) made earlier. This may be considered as a realiza-

tion of the substitution rule when writting complicated (long)

searching formulas.

5. OUTPUT FACILITIES

The current set of records can be output onto the terminal

with the help of the commond

LIST

with the parameters enabling to reduce the amount of the output

information:

LIST, <N> the print out the N-th record of the current set;

LIST, <DE name>, ...<DEname>. print out the current

set with outputting only the specified data elements in each record;

LIST, < N>, (DE name), ..., <DE name), print out the

specified data elements in the N-th record of the current set.

The command

PRINT

with similar parameters puts the information from the current set



into the system file named PRINT with the format of the command

LIST, The amount of the output information can also be controlled

in another way, with the help of command SUPPress and DISPLay:

SUPP, <DE name> , ..., <DE name •>. —close the trap for the

output commands to the specified data elements in records of

any set;

SUPP, ALL-DE. - close the trap to all data elements;

DH3P, <DE name> , ..., <DE name>,-open the trap for the

output commands to the data elements closed earlier by the command

SUPP:

DISP, ALL-DE. - open the trap to all the data elements.

The command

DOCUment

puts the information into the system file named DOCUMENT in the

format specified by the applied processors. The problem-oriented

command DOCUment has a few operation modes which are set pre-

liminary with the help of the command

MODD,<N>

where N is the operation mode number. The command DOCUment

may have parameters controlling the format of output into the

system file. Generally speaking, these features of the command

DOCUment differ for various data bases. They wil>. be described

in manuals on using each specific data base. The output into the
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file DOCUMENT may be titled by the command TITLE issued prior

to the command DOCUaent:

TITLE <"title>.

The length ol the title should be 26 symbols utmost. If it is

longer the command TITLE should be repeated.

6. CONCLUSION

Ely now the following data bases have been prepared for usage

at IHEP:

PP - (Particle Properties). This data base contains the

information on the basic characteristics of par-

ticles and resonances from the PDG review^4/;

CS - (Cross Sections). It contains the information on

the total cross sections of exclusive and inclu-

sive reactions. This data base is the compilations

of the HERA group converted to PPDb and partly

edited;

PROP - (Proposal Data Base). This data base contains the

information on the current experiments at almost

/6/
all big accelerators of the world' ;

VOC - (Vocabulary Data Base). It contains the current

version of PPDL vocabularies.
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Each data base has its own record structure and is designed

for different problems. Still other data bases on particle phy-

sics containing the information on the publications on experimen-

tal particle physics and those containing characteristics of

/8/
reactions collected by collaboration are also planned to be

implemented.

Each spesific data bsse and the recommendations on its

usage will be described in other papers. The efforts of the

1БЕР COMPAS group on implementation, development and maintenance

of the particle physics data bases in the framework of the PPDS

project are being carried on and extended. The authors are pretty

sure that in the near future the IHEP data bank will serve not

only for reference purposes but will also provide wide-scale

possibilities for phenomenological investigations.

The work carried out at IHEP would have been impossible

without active organizational support of A*A.Logunov, V./i.Yarba

and N.E.Tyurin, to whom the authors are deeply indebted.

Our colleagues on the PPDS project:

R.L.Kelly,C.P.Horne, A.Rittenberg, G.P.Yost, C.G.Wohl - PDG(USA);

F.D.Gault, B.J.R^ad, R.G.Roberts - PDG(UK);

D.R.O.Morrison, W.G.Moorhead - CERN-HERA.

were very much helpful in the development of the IHEP data bank.
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